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Historical Ionosonde Data
The first ionospheric sounders capable of producing the traditional virtual height versus frequency ionogram on
photographic film were developed in the late 1940s. In the United States, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) led
the effort to create a standardized ionosonde that could be manufactured in quantity. The prototype C-1 was created in
late 1945, and a production model C-2 was fielded in 1947.
Following the success of the C-2 effort, and improved model C-3 was introduced in 1950 and placed at field sites
around the world. The final iteration, model C-4, was made available for the International Geophysical Year (IGY) in
1957. The model C-3 and C-4 sounders were the workhorses for US ionospheric studies through the 1970s, when
digital sounders began to take over.
The C-3/C-4 ionograms were recorded on 35 mm film reels using
an ingenious electromechanical mechanism to synchronize the
film with a cathode ray tube display, frequency and height
markers, and a mechanical time display. Two to four weeks of
ionograms were stored on a single film reel, usually at 15 minute
cadence.
These film reels have been stored at World Data Centers for
decades, with some films dating back to the late 1940s. However,
analyzing the archived ionograms is extremely labor-intensive, so
little work has been done with the films beyond the original handscaling of ionospheric parameters. Most hand-scaled values are
hourly, so the majority of the archived ionograms have never been
analyzed in a useful form.
All three NBS production ionosondes are shown in the above figure from Snyder and Bragaw’s Achievement in radio:
seventy years of radio science, technology, standards, and measurement at the National Bureau of Standards (1986). A
typical late-1950s graduate student has been added to indicate scale.

Sporadic E Analysis
Ionograms with multiple-hop sporadic E such as this example from 3 Jun 1951 1357 UT (top
left) are useful for checking the virtual height registration. The scanned ionograms have a
resolution of about 3 km. Analyzing the multiple hop spacing in this ionogram (lower left)
gives a best-fit sporadic E height of 106.3±0.35 km and an offset error of 7.5±0.88 km in the
virtual height scale, or about 2 pixels in the original image.
Analysis of sporadic E can also reveal gravity wave and planetary wave effects. Studies of
current ionosonde and lidar data by Utah State University and Space Environment
Corporation are reported in Coordinated investigation of summer time mid-latitude
descending E layer (Yuan et al., JGR, in press). Similar methods are being used to examine
sporadic E in the 1951 ionograms.
The figure on the right shows descending E layers in 1 Dec 1951 ionograms that
appeared in local late evening. The figure represents a phase space transformation that
emphasize correlated echoes in nearly horizontal layers. The vertical spacing of the
red lines corresponds to the height resolution of the scanned images.
The layer appears at 2045 LT at 118±2 km, but then descends to 108±3 km by 2215
LT. It rises to 115 km at 2300 LT before dropping back to 108±2 km at 0015 LT. This
dynamic behavior can probably be explained by a combination of the wind shear null
height being modulated by gravity waves as discussed in Yuan et al.

Reproducing the Bottomside Ionosphere
Historical tabulations of the ionospheric parameters
provide basic parameters such as the F2 critical
frequency.

Automated Analysis of Archival Data

The ESIR analysis provides the electron density
profile up to the F region peak in addition to
traditional parameters.

During the last decade, the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) has been able to digitize a selection of archived
ionogram films from various sites. While the overall format of the C-3/C-4 ionograms is consistent, the position, size,
and exposure of the ionogram within the digitized image varies markedly from frame to frame due to the quirks of the
mechanical camera, photographic developing, and the scanning process.
Analysis is focused on the Ft. Belvoir sounder (WA938, 38.7°N, -77.1°E) near
Washington, DC. It was the original test site for the NBS sounders, with data going back
to the late 1940s. During IGY, it was the primary site for issuing space weather bulletins
for coordinating observing campaigns, and was the forecast center for Atlantic radio
communications traffic.
Space Environment Corporation has developed software to analyze the scanned images,
finding the boundaries, height and frequency markers, and contrast adjustment necessary
to convert the images into a form which can be scaled by the Expert System for Ionogram
Reduction (ESIR). The image above left is the original scanned ionogram, with the
annotated ESIR ionogram shown on the middle left. At the bottom left is a version of this
same ionogram which appeared in K. Davies' Ionospheric Radio Propagation text (1965
edition); this figure confirms the general virtual height and frequency scales used for the
digital conversion.
More detailed analysis of the virtual height coordinates is performed using multiple-hop
sporadic E ionograms. Frequency coordinates are checked using broadcast band
signatures (such as the AM broadcast band on the left side of these examples) and specific
reliable transmitters such as the 2.5 MHz WWV signal visible on these plots.
These conversion and analysis tools allow the digitized ionograms to be stored with
proper virtual height and frequency coordinates, and to be scaled in a consistent manner
with modern software.

The profile shown here is for the period following
the descending layer analysis discussed above and
ends as another strong sporadic E episode begins.

Conclusions and Ongoing Work
 ESIR can provide consistent, reproducible, quality-controlled scaling of film-era ionograms for use in studies of
long-term ionospheric variations.
 Most of the historical tabulated ionogram results are 1 hour cadence; ESIR can provide results for all available
ionograms, typically at 15 minute cadence.
 Better time resolution makes possible studies of gravity wave and planetary wave signatures in the historical data.
 Layer heights and densities may be compared with modern modeling results to detect long-term changes in the
environment.
 Portions of ESIR are covered by U.S. Patent No. 7,541,967.
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